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FLATHEAD JOINT BOARD of CONTROL 

MEETING MINUTES 

ST. IGNATIUS, MONTANA 

June 10, 2013 

PRESENT 

Mission:   Paul Wadsworth, Jerry Johnson, Jerry Laskody 

Jocko:  Kerry Doney, Roger Christopher, Boone Cole 

Flathead: Wayne Blevins, Bryan Bohn, Jim Baker, Trent Coleman, Shane Orien 

Member-at-Large: Ted Hein 

Consultant:  Jon Metropoulos  

Staff:  Johanna Clark  

Project:  Gordon Wind 

Visitors:  See attached sign in sheet on office copy 

 

The meeting was called to order @ 10:58 a.m. by Chairman Boone Cole.   

 

The Agenda was reviewed, approved as presented.  

 

The minutes from May 13th Regular Meeting and 24th Special Meeting were approved as presented with the 

following change to the May 24th Special Meeting :  In the voting record on the two resolutions,  it was actually 

Bryan Bohn instead the recorded Boone Cole. Error was located in three separate locations. Jerry Laskody moved 

and Jim Baker seconded with the requested changes. Motion was unopposed.  

 

The Check register and budget report were approved as presented.  Ted Hein moved and Jim Baker seconded. 

Motion was unopposed.  

 

Old Business: I. A Denning/Downey representative (Christa) reported on the company’s findings of the recent 

2011-2012 audit performed. All financial accounts (FJBC, Flathead, Jocko, and Mission) were finalized as an 

unqualified opinion in which the representative (Christa) explained as the highest satisfied rating for listed accounts 

within their company. Explanation was made to Chairman Boone Cole by the representative (Christa) in regards to 

documentation needed for an Audit to take place in the upcoming years. Financial documentation was provided to 

Johanna Clark with a minor change to the FJBC accounts in regards to CME Accounting. II. Jon reported status on 

WMWUA vs. JBC.  Jon intends on exploring settlement options.  If no agreement can be made, litigation will have 

to move forward. III. As to Ingraham vs. JBC, a Stay of all Proceedings has been agreed upon by all parties dated 

June 4th, 2013.  IV. Proposed Amendments to Bylaws. The Bylaw Committee will be meeting the following week. 

Chairman Boone Cole called for feedback from the board prior to the meeting. Jon emailed the current bylaws and 

statutes to all commissioners for informational purpose. V. As to the renewal of Jon Metropoulos’s yearly consultant 

contract. Jerry Laskody made a brief statement in support of Jon’s renewal with the FJBC. Jerry reminded the 

attendees that the Board’s attorney is an advisor and consultant to the Joint Board of Control but the ultimate 

responsibility for making decisions is the Board’s.  Jon Metropoulos made a statement that he has been working 

under the same contract since 1995, and that a raise would be due and appreciated at this time. Chairman Boone 

Cole stated that in comparison, Jon’s contract is significantly lower than his competitors, with the amount of 

knowledge and expertise he provides to the FJBC. Boone also stated for public information that Jon’s current 

contract pays him an estimated $130,000.00 per year. Jerry Laskody made an additional statement in support of 

continuing the contract as well as a compensation increase. Public comment was welcomed at this time. The public 

showed concern in regards to methods of structure and control of billable hours. A fixed retainer was recommended 

by Jerry Laskody in the interest of maintaining the yearly budget. Public questioned the need for an attorney at this 

time. Jerry Laskody explained that if the FJBC is unable to reopen negotiation in the near future, litigation will be 

inevitable. Jerry Laskody moved to retain Jon Metropoulos as the FJBC attorney at the rate of $12,500.00 per month 

for the period of one (1) year ($150,000.00 per year) and seconded by Ted Hein.  Motion was put to vote –9 to 3 – 

Motion passed.  Opposed: Paul Wadsworth, Trent Coleman and Jerry Johnson 

 

Staff report: I. Johanna asked for a $.30 assessment from the Districts to pay monthly bills.  Bryan Bohn made the 

motion for the $.30 assessment from the Districts, seconded by Shane Orien.  II. IRS Audit- Paul Wadsworth stated 

that a number of the commissioners have received form requests via U.S. Mail and that the IRS still has the opinion 
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that the commissioners to be considered employees of the FJBC against the opinion of the FJBC. All requested 

documentation has been provided to the IRS and no further contact has been made. III. Paul Wadsworth requested 

of the board to perform an audit at the request of previous office manager. This audit would ensure the accuracy of 

all financial records prior to resignation. Chairman Boone Cole assigned the task to Paul Wadsworth to inquire as to 

the cost of the requested services. No motion required at this time. IV. CME report- Jerry Johnson commented on 

the need for committee members for the I.C.  The position requires someone with extensive knowledge on water 

specifics.  

 

New Business:  I. Johanna Clark of Saint Ignatius, Montana is the Hiring committee’s choice for the Office 

Manager position at the rate of $13.00 per hour/biweekly and a 6 month probationary period. Motion was made by 

Jerry Laskody and seconded by Wayne Blevins. Motion carries unopposed.  Public commented that with the 

additional responsibilities, the current wage offered should be reconsidered to $15.00 minimum. Chairman Boone 

Cole commented that it is just a starting wage at this time and will be revisited at a later date. II. Public stated 

concern in regards to the governor’s compact letters dated June 4th, 2013 and questioned the FJBC’s response. 

Chairman Boone Cole stated that the governor is attempting to gather public opinion on solution recommendations 

to the current Montana Compact dispute.  Jerry Laskody recommended convening a special meeting to discuss a 

FJBC response to said letter. Public discussion followed. Irrigator Chris Sullivan presented photocopies of his 

written response to the Governor’s letter to the FJBC board for their review.  

 

FIIP-CME Project Reports: I. Update on water reservoirs and run off. Mission reservoir and McDonald reservoir 

are measuring about the same in water levels. Water is currently being diverted to Kicking Horse and Ninepipes. A 

lot of water is coming in, but not a lot of water going out at this time. The FIIP is reviewing release of water to 

specific areas to control storage issues. Reservoirs are sitting at about 80-90% full. There is nothing new to report on 

maintenance at this time. II. Irrigator posed a question to Gordon Wind as to when the maintenance can be expected 

to be performed at his specific location. Gordon responded that the work load was extensive this year and funding 

was limited. The board stated/advised that this subject was considered CME business and advised the public as to 

the upcoming meeting dated Wednesday, June 12th, 2013 at the tribal complex in Pablo.  III. Irrigator questioned 

Gordon in regards to Moss Control.  Gordon Wind responded that they have been utilizing a new chemical this year 

and there are high hopes that its performance will be satisfactory. Public discussion continued. 

 

Addition to New Business - Hiring of New Consultant:  Jerry Laskody made a statement recommending Bill 

Slack to act as the FJBC Consultant with the hope that he will bring his extensive and factual irrigation project 

knowledge to the negotiation table. Chairman Boone Cole posed a question to Jerry Laskody as to compensation for 

this service. Jerry Laskody responded that when he asked Bill what his consulting fee would be, Bill stated he would 

work for the same compensation as the commissioners received, i.e. $100.00 per meeting plus mileage.  Paul 

Wadsworth wanted it clarified that Bill Slack did not expect billable payment for research and phone contact from 

the FJBC. Public and table discussion followed. Irrigator Gene Erb expressed concern over meetings taking place 

among the District Chairmen regarding the hiring of a private attorney over the previous weeks and as to whether 

the rest of the board was aware of such meetings. Chairman Boone Cole responded that he was looking into the 

situation with no timetable to report at this time. The public suggested Gary Bartch and/or Barry Duton, as 

consultant candidates, followed by questioning the FJBC as to what the contracted duties of a hired consultant 

would be. Jon Metropoulos made a statement in support of Bill Slack and to secure the public that all information 

would be processed through him and his office prior to publication and final decisions based on Bill Slack’s 

findings.  James Baker moved to hire Bill Slack as the FJBC consultant with a one (1) year term and a compensation 

rate of $100.00 per meeting plus mileage. Shane Orien seconded. Paul Wadsworth questioned that the board may 

want to wait until negotiations reopen. Jerry Laskody responded that Bill Slack’s expertise may also be an asset if 

litigation ensued. Bill Slack commented to the board and to the public his intentions and reasoning for accepting the 

term as the FJBC consultant. Bill stressed the importance of a solid front despite personal opinions and that with his 

position; his services would be available to the entire FJBC board, not just a select few. Ted Hein questioned Bill as 

to his experience and knowledge with fisheries and instream issues. Bill Slack responded that he is aware of the 

current issues within the counties, but that he has not worked specifically in these areas. Public discussion 

continued. Motion carried at a vote of 9-3 with Paul Wadsworth, Jerry Johnson and Roger Christopher opposed.  

 

 

Public comment:  Several comments were made and are available to be heard on the recording. The recording may 

be purchased from the JBC office for a small fee.  
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A motion to adjourn from Kerry Doney, with a second from Roger Christopher at 1:30 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Approved__________________________________2013 

 

 

D. Boone Cole, Chairman:_______________________________ 

 

 

Jim Baker, Secretary:__________________________________  

 

 

 

 

 


